
living tat moment
 

fresh barramundi 
chilled miso-sesame dressing 

inspired by a small generational restaurant @ naha, okinawa, japan 
38 

 
salmon, mediterranean marinates 

reproduced from a meal in spanish restaurant in city @ alicante, spain 
36 

 
dublin coddle 

classic irish stew of bacon, pork sausages, onion & potatoes 
inspired by an irish restaurant @ temple bar market, dublin, ireland 

32 

 
gaelic steak 

beef tenderloin steak, wild mushrooms, flambéed with irish whisky 
inspired by a hotel restaurant @ tullamore, county offaly, ireland 

45 

 

 settling in
 

flammekueche 
pizza alsatian style, inspired by many small eateries along @  alsatian wine 

route between marlenheim and thann, france 
 

bacon & egg 
28 

gammon ham with prunes 
28 

fresh tomatoes & cheese 
25 

assorted winter mushrooms 
28 

 

homeward bound
 

melodies of chocolates 
inspired by many dedications and perseverance of small caribbean 

chocolate plantations and their teams who harvested the cacao pods 
27.6. 

the journey
 

salad of seared sashimi tuna, red skin potatoes, 
tomatoes, portuguese black olives, egg 

inspired from a small restaurant @ 
villefranche-sur-mer, nice of provence, france 

30 
 

salad of silken tofu, pea sprout, 
dressing of wasibi, miso and roasted sesame 

inspired from a hole-in-a-wall eatery @ namba, osaka, japan 
23 

 
indochina spicy broth with fresh seafood 

inspired from a restaurant @ 
boeung keng kang, phnom penh, cambodia 

22 
 

conserve of assorted mushrooms, crostini toast 
inspired by a push-cart vendor @ st kilda, melbourne, australia 

18 

bubbles of excitement
 

linguine, sauce of japanese sake, mirin, winter 
mushroom, bonito flakes, seaweed 

inspired by a small italian restaurant @ chuo-ku, osaka, japan 
28 
 

linguine, grilled fresh prawns and spicy sauce of spice 
cane sugar and cambodian lemongrass 

inspired by the home-cooked dishes by mother of huot 
during her hosting @ ratanakiri, cambodia 

32 

 
salamun timpana 

salmon lasagna 
inspired by a small family-run restaurant @ mdina, malta 

36 

linguine, assorted mushroom in sauce of aglio olio 
reproduced from the only italian restaurant in town square, cancun, mexico 

25 

Prevailing service charge & tax(es) apply 

pop shop 
27 dec 16 to 22 jan 17 

 
 
 

fresh ingredients 
 
. 
 

scratch cooked 
 
. 
 

slow cooked 
 
. 
 

no preservative 
 


